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 In 1894, the Park Record reported on the construction of the Ontario Drain Tunnel #2, noting that 

throughout the process, Marguerite Keetley, wife of supervisor John Keetley, was rarely “absent from his 

side.” It was now, the paper said, “her sitting among the men.” And it was in Marguerite’s footsteps that 

thousands of men walked after the completion of the tunnel. The maiden voyage of the Hearst-funded 

tunnel was not the last time women were involved in the area’s mining. It’s rare to hear about women 

underground in Park City, but they supported and worked in the dominant industry.  

 In 1890, about 11% of women over 10 years of age were employed in the state of Utah, nearly 

double the percentage of 20 years earlier. Meanwhile in the United States as a whole, about 3% of 

working women had jobs in agriculture, fisheries, and mining. While they did not do the jobs that 

generally come to mind when the term “miner” is thrown around, women served the industry as surveyors 

and mill workers, and by pumping sand into mined-out stopes, making primer for blasting, and breaking 

rocks. 

Yet in Utah, as in much of the country, female laborers were more than discouraged from 

physically mining hard rock: it was actually illegal, thanks to a court ruling which barred women from 

working underground. This did not stop Utah mine manager Desdemona Stott Beeson from threatening to 

wrap a shovel around a laborer’s neck when he refused to leave after being fired from the mine she was 

in. She managed several mines in the first half of the 20th century along with her husband. After initially 

pursuing a degree in Psychology, Beeson studied at Stanford during World War I and officially entered 

the mining industry in 1918. Even though she was prevented from touring mines she was not in charge of, 

she did supervise her own employees underground. When her husband took a position with the Park City 

Consolidated Venture, Beeson labored in its construction. She was pregnant at the time. 

 While other industries were benefitting from the introduction of women into positions 

traditionally reserved for men, the mining industry took a huge hit during World War II. Laws based on 

superstition and folk wisdom of the day continued to block access to an ingenious and hardworking labor 

force. It was not until 1976, decades after Park City’s economic decline began, that women were allowed 

underground.  

The first woman in Park City to mine hard rock underground, Shelley Christiansen, came from a 

family of miners. She got her start pumping sand, like many women before her. Her career deviated from 

the gender norm when a foreman asked if she would like to enroll in a training course to become a hard 

rock miner. Christiansen was hired as a jackleg drill operator in Ontario Mine not long after. 

 These are just the highlights. Women’s contribution to the mining industry is not relegated to a 

few names, and has only expanded in recent years. 
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Caption: Whatever the context for this undated photo from the early nineteenth century, these two women 

would surely have turned heads underground. 
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